
 

Ebiquity Launches Total View Attribution 

Marketing Analytics Consultancy Unveils Next Generation Effectiveness Measurement Service 

 

London. July 10, 2017 — Ebiquity, an independent, global leader in marketing and media analytics, has 
announced the launch of a new service called Total View Attribution.  
 
The service enables clients to improve the return on investment (ROI) of their media, by enabling them to 
understand which media channels and campaigns (both online and offline in combination) are the most 
effective and therefore warrant increased investment.  
 
Total View Attribution will examine the totality of marketing and media investments, and is driven by 
custom-built calculations that are transparent to advertisers. A recent study into attribution by Gartner, 
described the current market as being in a “trough of disillusion.” As current solutions are under-
performing versus advertiser expectations. Total View Attribution sets a new standard in the market. 
 
Ebiquity’s service is addressing the need for advertisers to evaluate the impact of the range of channels, 
including broadcast and digital, and how they work together, including the specific contribution of each 
digital channel. It will enable advertisers to make better informed and transparent choices about where to 
increase investment, cut wastage and improve profitability.  
 
Mike Campbell, Head of International Effectiveness, Ebiquity, said: “The Total View Attribution service 
provides a multi-channel solution for advertisers, putting digital media effectiveness in context with offline 
media. The service will enable clients to improve the ROI of their total media investments in an 
independent, efficient and transparent manner. We are looking forward to working with clients across 
geographies and industries to improve their profitability.” 
 
Ebiquity’s team of independent data analysts, with more than 20 years’ experience across thousands of 
marketing effectiveness projects, provide the ‘real world’ interpretation of the attribution results, and its 
implementation in commercial decision-making. 
 

– Ends – 
 

 For further information please contact Charlotte Read, Angela Acquaye or Chloe Kingscote 

 
Email: Charlotte@pumpkin.uk.com / Angela@pumpkin.uk.com / chloe@pumpkin.uk.com  

Tel: 02072872007 

 
ABOUT EBIQUITY  
Ebiquity, is a leading, independent, technology-enabled marketing and media analytics consultancy. 
 
Our clients  
We work with 80 of the top 100 global advertisers. 
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Global locations  
Global expertise and offices in 14 countries across North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific. 
 
Our people  
Employing over 900 people including data scientists, developers, modellers, analysts, and digital and media 
experts. 
 
Soruce: https://www.gartner.com/doc/3463318/market-guide-attribution-marketing-mix  
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